Casual
Bin-Hire Module
Skip/hook-lift casual bin-hire bookings and billing

Key benefits

Wondering how to simplify your booking, pricing, scheduling and billing processes for
ad hoc casual hire service management? Wastedge’s web-based solution takes care of
this for you.
This Module will validate the address of a new booking to ensure you’re sending drivers
to the right place. It auto-prices jobs using map integration with easy-to-draw map
zone boundaries; sets add-on tipping prices per ton for account customers’ designated
preferred tip-sites; and allows you to view location of jobs against truck location data
from the Wastedge GPS module in order to identify nearest available bins and vehicles.
It simplifies workload balancing across multiple drivers by using a whiteboard-like dragand-drop scheduler. You can also view and manage bin stock and movements to ensure
bins are available at correct depot or tip-site for future date bookings.
It’ll even keep track of what you owe owner drivers or subbies and produce payment
summaries based on jobs allocated.

Main features...

●●
●●

●●

●●

Shows jobs list per vehicle group, links to
jobs on map to see nearest bin or driver.

Streamlines in-field communications

●●

Saves driver time and admin effort

●●

Reduces data transcription errors

●●

Reduces travel distances and costs

●●

Improves management visibility

●●

Reduces bin loss/misplacement

●●

Remembers future jobs

Additional features...

●●

Jobs list allocation screen

●●

Fast find prior booking by phone # or address
Look up address on map and see ‘streetview’
Integrated with GPS module to see
nearest truck
Pending jobs can be viewed by job type/bin
size on the map
Jobs can be auto-priced using user-drawn
zone boundaries

●●

Nearest available or vehicle will be suggested

●●

Electronic jobs dispatched to mobiles

●●

Real-time driver confirmations

●●

GPS and vehicle data capture

●●

Electronic proof of pickup GPS or signatures

Easy to start up. Easy to Learn.
Easy to use! Wastedge helps you
drive efficiency in your business!

Put your business on the map today!
Visit www.wastedge.com or call: 02 9499 6222

Re-inventing waste collection processes

